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The purpose of this thesis was to compare two 
estimation procedures, the method of least squares and 
the method of maximum likelihood, on sample data obtained 
from a Poisson distribution. Point estimates of the 
slope and intercept of the regression line and point 
estimates of the mean squared error for both the slope 
and intercept were obtained. It is shown that least 
squares, the preferred method due to its simplicity, does 
yield results as good as maximum likelihood. 
Also, confidence intervals were computed by Monte 
Carlo techniques and then were tested for accuracy. For 
the method of least squares, confidence bands for the 
regression line were computed under two different assump-
tions concerning the variance. It is shown that the 
assumption of constant variance produces false confidence 
viii 
bands. However, the assumption of the variance equal 




The generality of the Poisson assumptions makes it 
a very general distribution with wide applicability in 
nature. There are many potential applications in wild-
life science in which animals are observed at random in 
a given region. The observed random variable is the 
frequency of occurrence of some characteristic (e.g. 
action, presence, feces, etc.) per sample unit area. 
The object of habitat studies is to gain understanding 
of the relationship between the animal and various habitat 
characteristics. Thus it may be informative to study the 
influence of some habitat variable (x), (e.g. ground 
cover), on the observed frequency of the animal species (f). 
This is the classical regression problem where for example 
if a linear relationship applies: 
E(fjx) = B + Ax 
where E(fjx) means the expected value off given x, and B 
is the intercept of the line, and A is the slope of the 
line. 
The usual linear regression which uses the method of 
least squares yields results which may not reflect the true 
situation when the Poisson mean is small. This is because 
many observations turn out to be zero. Because of the many 
zero observed values, transforming the data as suggested in 
many texts, (Oberhettinger, 1973) and (Wadsworth and Bryan, 
1960) will not work for this situation. 
If the usual normal theory approach is used, very low 
2 
R2 results which leads to wide and unrealistic confidence 
bands about the regression line. The regression line is a 
measure of the mean at a given x value. For the Poisson 
distribution, the mean and variance are the same value, thus 
as the mean increases, so does the variance. Therefore, a 
confidence band should increase in width as the mean increases 
as illustrated in Figure 1. 
The Solution 
Least squares is a nonparametic method for estimating 
a conditional mean, given the value of a correlated variable, 
(e.g. regression line) which generalizes to higher dimensions 
rather easily. Maximum likelihood can also be used in this 
situation. It takes into consideration the distribution of 
the populations which is sampled, however, it does not gen-
eralize to higher dimensions easily. These two methods will 
be compared to see how the method of least squares compares 
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Figure 1. Poisson confidence bands. The dots represent 
possible observed data points. 
The density function of the Poisson distribution can 
be expressed as: 
f(n) 
-An e A • = n! 
Eor a given x value, A= B + Ax where Bis the intercept 
of the line, and A is the slope of the line. The method 
of maximum likelihood uses the above information to obtain 
a system of equations that yields point estimates for A 
and B. This system of equations can be solved by numerical 
methods. The results obtained for the estimates of A and B 
by the method of least squares will then be compared to the 
results obtained by the method of maximum likelihood. 
A Monte Carlo procedure is used where the true values 
of A and Bare given. Fixed values of x are chosen. A set 
of Poisson values is randomly generated for each x value 
4 
for the given values of A and B. Then the two estimation 
procedures are applied to the generated set of Poisson values 
to obtain estimates of A and B. This procedure is repeated 
many times and the mean and mean squared error of A and B 
are computed from the repeated samples for each method of 
estimation. 
Also for the method of least squares, confidence 
intervals are derived under two different assumptions. They 
are: (1) the variance is a constant at all x values (the 
classical assumption in regression analysis) and, (2) the 
variance is equal to the Poisson mean at the given x value 
and hence is different for different x values. 
A 1-a level confidence interval is an interval such 
that under the same conditions of sampling 100(1-et.)% of 
such computed intervals do contain the mean. Confidence 
intervals for the mean are computed under both assumptions 
at specified fixed x values. Then for both assumptions, a 
percentage of the number of times that the mean is not in 
the confidence interval is computed. Then the percentages 
from each assumption are compared to the pre-selected 






Point Estimates of A and B by Maximum Likelihood 
The density function of the Poisson distribution can 
-An 
be expressed as f(n) = e ~ where n is an integer, f(n) n. 
is the probability at the point n, and A is the mean of 
the Poisson distribution. The method of maximum likeli-
hood requires a likelihood function, which is abbreviated 
as L(A,B,~,g) where A and Bare the slope and the intercept 
of the regression line respectively, and xis a vector of 
fixed values of x, and n is a vector of observed Poisson 
values. At each x., n. is the observed value and A- is i i i 
the mean of the Poisson distribution given as Ai= B+Axi. 




L(A B ) 
i=l i k (' .ni); k , , ,~,g = e TI Ai TI n ... i=l i=l i 
Since Ai= B + Axi, we can write this, as: 
k 
-.f (B+Axi)k . k 
L(A,B,~,g) = e i-l TI (B+Ax.)ni;TI nil-i=l i i=l 
k 





from here on. 
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and 'IT will mean 
Point estimates of A and Bare sought that maximize 
the likelihood function. Instead of maximizing the like-
lihood function, it is often convenient to maximize the 
composite function, in(L(A,B,~,Q)) where in(x) stands for 
the natural logarithm function. It is usually much easier, 
and the same values of A and B that maximize L(A,B,~,Q) 
will maximize in(L(A,B,x,Q)). Now in(L(A!B,~,Q)) = 
-E(B+Ax . ) + En.in(B+Ax.) - in'!Tn. !. To maximize 
l. l. l. l. 
in(L(A,B,~,Q)) 
the partial derivatives with respect to A and Bare set 
equal to zero and solved for A and B. The partial deriva-
tives are: 
3in (L (A, B,~,Q)) 
3A 
ain (L (A,B,~,Q)) 
3B 
ni 
= -k + E(B+Ax.l. 
l. 




O = -Ex. + E(B+Ax.l 
l. l. 
n.. 
0 = -k + ~( i) " B+Ax. 
]. 
8 
This is a nonlinear system of equations which requires 
a numerical solution. There are several different numerical 
methods that could be used to solve this system. Newton's 
Method as found in (Atkinson, 1978) was chosen. This method 
was chosen because the rate of convergence is quadratic 
which means that there should be only a few iterations in 
order to assume convergence. Other methods where the rate 
of convergence is linear would require more iterations which 
would necessitate more computer time. 
Newton's Method is a-s fol lows. If f 1 (x, y) = O and 
f 2 (x,y) = 0 are two nonl













where xm+l and Ym+l are the next elements of two sequences 
respectively; (x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 , •.. ,xm,xm+l'···) and 
(y 1 ,Y 2 ,Y 3 , ••. ,ym,Ym+l'···). Hopefully the two sequences 
converge to two numbers,~ and y, such that x and y are the 
estimates of x and y. Conditions for convergence of this 
method can be found in (Atkinson, 1978). 
In relating Newton's method to the problem, the 


















The following results are easily obtained. 
F(A,B) = 




oA (A,B) = -r i i 
(B+Axi) 
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-E 2 , (B+Ax . ) 
]. 
n.x . 
E i i 
2 (B+Ax.) 
]. 
2 n.x. n.x. 
E i i _,.. ]. ]. 
t.. 2 • 
For convenience 
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The subroutine MAXLIK listed in the appendix is used 
to compute the estimates. The convergence criteria used 
is if IAm+l-Aml and IBm+l-Bml were equal to 0.0000001 or 
less, convergence is assumed at the (m+l)th iteration, and 
Am+l and Bm+l are considered as the estimates for A and B 
respectively. 
Point Estimates of A and B 
by Least Squares 
Least squares is a very general nonparametric method 
of estimation whenever the parameters to be estimated can 
be expressed as a linear relationship with expected order 
statistics. The method of least squares can be found in 
(Ostle and Mensing, 1979). Let Y=XS where 6 is the vector 
of unknown parameters, Xis a known matrix of constants, 
and Y is a vector of observations. Then the solution for 
Sis S = (X'X)- 1X'Y. Now for the problem at hand, 
k, Ex J 






(X'X)-1 = ___ 1 __ ~ 
kEx 2-(Ex) 2 




(X'X)- 1X'Y = 2 2 kEx -(Ex) 
~ = z:x2 ry-ExExy 
kEx 2-(Ex) 2 






Ey - ExExy] 
_ kZ:xy - ExEy 
The subroutine LSTSQ listed in the appendix is used 




Confidence bands for the regression line were 
obtained for the method of least squares under the two 
assumptions stated in Chapter 1. The second assumption 
suggests that the confidence bands should be narrow to-
wards the origin and then get wider as the x variable 
gets larger. This is due to the fact that the variance 
and mean are the same, and as x increases, so does the 
mean. 
The first assumption tends to yield confidence bands 
that remain fairly uniform for all the values of x. 
Figure 2 suggests what the situation may be like. 
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Figure 2 suggests that for the first assumption the 
confidence band near the origin will cover nearly all of 
the observations, (more than it should). At the upper end 
it will cover less than it should. In the middle it will 
be close to what it should be. 
The second assumption should yield confidence bands 
that cover the observations the correct amount of time, 





























Figure 2. Two types of confidence bands. 
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It should be pointed out that these confidence bands 
should not be used at points which are outside of the domain 
of the original data values. 
For a given linear combination of the parameters, (i'8 ), 
confidence intervals can be found in (Graybill, 1976) for 
the general linear model and are as follows: 
,._ 
t '8± t (a.,df) / var( t ' 8 ) 
,._ ,._ ,._ 
Now t ' 8 = B + Ax0 , so t ' = ( 1,x 0 ) and 8 ' = (B,A). Also 




since (X'X)-l is a symmetric matrix. So 
- t ' ( X ' X ) - l X ' E [)[I E [Y '] X ( X ' X ) - l t = t ' ( X ' X ) - l X ' [E ( yy ' ) 
- E ( Y) E ( Y ' ) ] X ( X ' X) - l t = t ' ( X ' X) - l X ' [var ( Y)] X ( X ' X) - l t . 
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For the two assumptions in Chapter 1 var(Y) is 
" different. For assumption (1) var(Y) = cr2I. So var(Q,'S) = 
Q,' (X' X) -lx' [var (Y)] x (X 'X) -l Q, = 
-




-a, bcJ Then °'(X'X)-l - (1 X ) 
N - I O _b' 
so Q,' (X'X)-lQ, = a+2bx +ex 2 . Now putting in the correct 
0 0 
quantities for a, b, and c, 
Confidence intervals for assumption (1) are computed 
by the subroutine NORCI listed in the appendix. The above 
results are used in t'S±t(ct,df)/var(Q,'B) where df=k-2. 
For assumption (2) var(Y) = diag(B+Axi). So var(t'S) = 
Q,' (X 'X) -lx' [var (Y)] x (X 'X) -lQ, = 
17 




) and i' (X'X) X' = 
[a+b(x
0
+x 1 )+cx 0 x 1 , a+b(x 0 +x 2 )+cx 0 x 2 , ... , a+b(x 0 +xk)+cx 0 xk] 
So i' (X'X)- 1X'diag(B+Axi) = 
[ ( a+ b ( x 
O 
+ x l ) + c x 
O
x l ) ( B + Ax l ) , ( a+ b ( x 
O 
+ x 2 ) + c X O x 2 ) ( B + Ax 2 ) , 
... , (a+b(x
0
+xk)+cx 0 xk ) (B+Axk)] 
And i' (X'X)-
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Now putting in the correct quantities for a, b, and c, 






(B+Ax.)J I o 1. o 1. 1. • 
_ [n EX 2 - ( EX) 2] 
Confidence intervals for assumption (2) are computed 
by the subroutine POICI listed in the appendix. The above 
results are used in i'S±t(a,df)/var(i'S) where df = k-2. 
For large values of k, z(a) can be used instead of t(a,df). 
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CHAPTER IV 
EXAMINATION OF ASSUMPTIONS 
The Poisson Distribution 
An important concern in data analysis is fitting the 
method of analysis to the data. As always, the assumption 
should be looked at and then a decision as to whether or 
not the data fits the assumptions has to be made. Of course, 
if the data does not fit the assumptions, the procedure is 
not valid. 
One of the assumptions that needs to be verified in 
order to apply this method of analysis is that the data is 
from a Poisson population. 
A valuable tool for use in making this judgment is 
the scatter plot. If the data comes from a Poisson dis-
tribution, the graph will have some type of a wedge shape 
as shown in Figure 3. The points will be somewhat scattered 
out with several zero observations near the origin. 
Another indicator of the Poisson distribution is that 
the mean and variance are equal. Therefore, the sample mean 
and variance can be compared. If there is a large discre-
pancy between the two, the Poisson ass~mptions may not be 
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Figure 3. Data from a poisson distribution. 
the x2 goodness-of-fit test. This test is conducted as 
follows. 
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For a small interval on the independent variable axis, 
the mean is approximately the same for all values in the 
interval. Thus the observed data (see Figure 4) within 
the interval is from a Poisson population with mean close 
to the value computed at the midpoint of the interval. If 
the independent variable axis is completely partitioned into 
2 
intervals, each interval provides data for ax goodness-of-
fit test. These separate tests can be pooled to provide a 
2 
test for the complete sample by adding the x statistic for 
each test interval. 
The x 2 statistic for a given interval is computed as 
follows. Let x be the midpoint of the interval. The Poisson 
mean is obtained from the equation \ = B+Ax where A and Bare 
the slope and intercept of the regression line. 
Then for each interval, Poisson probabilities for 
the set of non-negative integers are determined from the 
given mean. Since the Poisson random variable has no upper 
bound, the probability of the last integer value includes 
the probability for all integers greater than or equal to 
the chosen last integer. Then for each interval, there is 
a small finite set of integers with their associated 
probabilities. Determine the expected frequency for 
k* * observed Poisson values 0, 1, 2, ..• , , where k repre-
sents Poisson values greater than or equal to k. The 
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Figure 4. An interval of the x2 test. 
probability of i multiplied by the number of observations 








where fi is the observed number of observations at the 
Poisson value i, and E(fi) is the expected frequency at 
the Poisson value i. 
summing over all the intervals, a total x2 statistic 
is obtained. The associated degrees of freedom is the 
* summation of the k minus 2. This test is an approximate 
test. 
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Another thing that can be done is to check the data to 
see if it satisfies the assumptions of a Poisson distribu-
tion which are: (1) the probability of one change in a 
short interval is independent of changes in other nonover-
lapping intervals ~nd is approximately proportional to the 
length of the interval, and (2) the probability of two or 
more changes in a short interval is essentially equal to 
zero. 
Another item of concern is that with linear regression 
it is assumed that the model is a straight line. This may 
or may not be the situation. It may turn out that the correct 
model is a quadr.atic equation or an equation of higher degree. 
Quadratic regression could be done instead if the correct 




DESCRIPTION OF THE SET-UP 
The Main Program 
Monte Carlo evaluation of estimation method requires 
a program to generate Poisson samples with various means 
along a regression line Y = B+Ax. A program is also 
needed to obtain estimates of A and B by the method of 
maximum likelihood and the method of least squares. Also 
a program to compute confidence intervals under two 
different assumptions (from Chapter I) is needed. 
These programs along with some other computations 
are used in the main program. A general outline of the 






X values and sum of squares 





AND MEAN SQUARES 
WRITE l ESTIMATES OF A and E'. 
and MEAN SQUARE ERRORS 
OF A and B 
COMPUTE CONFIDENCE 
INTERVAL Percentages 
For x 1 ,x 2 , and x 3 using 
subroutine WRICI 
WRITE 
The percentage outside 




Estimate A and B 
using subroutine AB 




Change values by 
adding to 
COMPUTE confidence 
Intervals for x1,x2 
and x 3 using 
subroutine NORCI 
and POICI 
The main program begins by reading values of 
A, B, x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , NUM and LAR. A an
d Bare the slope 
and intercept of the regression line. x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 
are three chosen values where confidence intervals will 
be computed. NUM is the number of estimates obtained 
for A and B, each with a different Poisson sample. LAR 
is a large number consisting of only odd digits used in 
the subroutine GENDAT as a seed for randomness. 
The main program then initializes several values 
and calculates several other values that are needed in 
several of the subroutines. A set of fifty equally 
spaced x values are calculated. These are needed in 
the subroutine GENDAT as well as the subroutines MAXLIK 
and LSTSQ. There is not any reason why the x values 
needed to be equally spaced. It would have been equally 
as good to obtain the x values by some other chosen way. 
25 
In obtaining the fifty x values, the largest x value 
was chosen to satisfy the equation B+Ax = 5. It was done 
this way because there is interest in obtaining results 
that will apply to data near the origin. There will be 
lines such as in Figure 5. The other 49 x values were 
equally spaced between zero and the largest x value. 
The main program then calculates estimates of A and 
B by least squares and maximum likelihood the specified 
number of times, which is the value of NUM, using the 













Figure 5. Regression lines. 
For each time, a new Poisson sample was generated. The 
subroutines GENDAT, LSTSQ and MAXLIK are used in the 
subroutine AB. 
27 







under two different assumptions 
(given in Chapter I). The three values x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 are 
chosen in a way such that x 1 is close to the origin, x 2 is 
close to the center of the data, and x 3 is close to the 
upper end of the data. A running total is kept on how often 
the true values of the regression line at x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 
respectively were outside of the calculated confidence 
intervals for x
1 x 2 and x 3 respectively. The subroutines 
NORCI and POICI are used for this. 
The main program then calculates the average value of 
the estimates of A and B for both the method of least 
squares and the method of maximum likelihood. The mean 
squared error is also calculated for A and B for both 
methods. This is calculated to see if one of the methods 
gives smaller mean squared errors than the other method. 
The results are then printed out. 
After this, the main program calculates the total per-
centage of time that the true values of the regression line 
at x
1
, x 2 , and x 3 respectively were outside of the confidence 
intervals. 




The subroutine AB is a program that estimates A and B. 
It generates a random Poisson sample of size fifty using 
the subroutine GENDAT. Fifty was chosen because it seemed 
to be large enough for accuracy and small enough ·for 
efficiency. 
The subroutine AB then estimates A and B by the method 
of maximum likelihood and the method of least squares. The 
subroutines MAXLIK and LSTSQ are used for this. 
GENDAT is a subroutine used in the subroutine AB. 
·-GENDAT generates a Poisson sample given the Poisson mean. 
Subroutine AB uses GENDAT fifty times to get a sample of 
size fifty. 
MAXLIK and LSTSQ are subroutines used by the subroutine 
AB. Several computations are done in each. MAXLIK and 
LSTSQ are partially described in chapter II already. 
NORCI and POICI are subroutines used to compute con-
fidence intervals of the Poisson mean at a given x value. 
NORCI uses assumption (1), (see chapter I), and POICI uses 
assumption (2), (also see chapter I). NORCI and POICI also 
calculates whether the Poisson mean at the given x values 
is in the computed confidence interval or not. The main 
program keeps a running total for both NORCI and POICI at 
x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 . 
WRICI is a subroutine used in the main program to 
calculate the total percentage for the number of times 
the Poisson mean was outside of the confidence interval 
for both assumptions, (see chapter I) and for ~ 1 , x 2 , 
and x
3




THE METHOD OF MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 
The general set-up of the method of maximum likelihood 
can be found in (Lingren, 1976). Since this method is based 
upon an assumed distribution of the data, the results 
obtained by this method should be better than results 
obtained by nonparametric methods if the assumptions hold. 
This is an advantage of the method of maximum likelihood. 
There is, however, a possible disadvantage. When non-
linear systems of equations are encountered, numerical 
methods must be used in order to obtain a solution. Some 
numerical methods behave rather poorly when applied to some 
problems. 
Newton's method requires an initial approximation of 
the true values. In the main program the values of A
0
=1 
and B =O were used as the initial values. In (Atkinson, 
0 
1978) it is mentioned that the initial values must be close 
to the true values in order to have convergence to a solution. 
The above values worked well except where there was ill-
conditioning. 
Occasionally numerical methods have a convergence 
scheme that becomes ill-conditioned for some data values. 
This problem is encountered with maximum likelihood 
estimation of the parameters considered in this thesis. 
31 
Ill-conditioning means that the method when correctly 
applied to the problem yields results that are not close 
to the true values, or sometimes the method fails to 
converge to any values. See (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977) 
for more about ill-conditioning. 
For true values of Bless than 0.5, Newton's method 
becomes ill-conditioned. It does not depend on the value 
of A. As long as Bis less than 0.5, the method is ill-
conditioned. When negative values of A and Bare used to 
generate data, the method also becomes ill-conditioned. 
Another type of ill-conditioning that occurs is in 
the form of computer capacity. For values of A less than 
one, the method of maximum likelihood does not converge. 
Some of the involved calculations yielded numbers greater 
than the computer is able to handle. Whenever this occurred, 
results were never obtained, (having not been totally 
computed). This also occurred when B was a number approxi-
mately twice the magnitude of A, or larger. 
In Monte Carlo experiments, the method of maximum 
likelihood yielded an estimate for B which was always smaller 
than the true value of B, and yielded an estimate for A 
which was always larger than the true value of A whenever 
ill-conditioning occurred. 
In some of the ill-conditioned problems an attempt was 
made to obtain better results by using the true values used 
32 
to generate the data as the initial approximations. It 
would seem as though the method would converge in this case 
to the correct values. However, the results remained 
unchanged, and the ill-conditioning still prevailed. 
The cause of the ill-conditioning could not be found. 
Calculations involving some very small numbers could be the 
cause. 
For the true values of A between 1 and 5 and B greater 
than 0.5 but not greater than A, the method of maximum 
likelihood usually did converge. For the applications 
considered in this thesis, these are th~ ranges of values 
of greatest interest. 
33 
CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Ill-conditioned Results 
In chapter VI it is mentioned that sometimes the method 
of maximum likelihood becomes ill-conditioned. Results of 
this are included in Table 1. Table 1 lists the true 
values of A and B along with the estimates obtained for A 
and B from both the method of least squares and the method 
of maximum likelihood. The results have been rounded off 
to four decimal places. Each set of estimates is based on 
a different generated set of Poisson samples. 
Point Estimates of A and B 
In obtaining point estimates of A and B, both methods 
yielded results which were comparable. However, the method 
of maximum likelihood yielded smaller mean squared errors 
for A and B than did the method of least squares. This 
means that confidence intervals for the coefficients A and 
B would be smaller in length for the method of maximum like-
lihood than they would for the method of least squares. 
However, it would probably not make too much of a difference 
for the results obtained because even though the mean 
TABLE l 
ILL-CONDITIONED RESULTS 
The true values are A=l.l and B=0.l 
Least Squares Maximum Likelihood 
Estimates Estimates 
" " " " A B A B 
1.3383 -0.4604 l. 53 2 9 -0.9025 
0.9141 0.1633 0.8979 0.2001 
0.7912 0.6824 0.8929 0.4515 
0.8786 0.8441 0.8571 0.8928 
0.9244 0.7200 0.9948 0.5600 
1.1157 0.1053 1.1345 0.0626 
0.9437 0.1159 1.3391 -0.7822 
0.9308 0.2253 0.9325 0.2215 
0.9357 0.6343 0.9704 0.5556 
1.1653 -0.0073 1.0699 0.2094 
1.3372 -0.0980 1.4685 -0.3963 
1.0931 0.0367 1.2179 -0.2468 
1.1696 0.2628 1.2962 -0.0248 
1.5571 -0.6776 1.5194 -0.5917 
squared errors for A and B for maximum likelihood are 
smaller than for least squares, it was only by a small 
amount. 
Table 2 has some estimates of A and B obtained by 
both methods along with the true values of A and B. 
Table 2 consists of estimates of A and B from the method 
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Table 3 has the mean squared errors for A and B obtained 
by both methods. Table 3 corresponds to Table 2. Table 3 
does list the true values of A and B also. 
The results in Table 2 and Table 3 have been rounded 
off to four decimal places. The results are averages based 
upon 5000 different generated Poisson samples. 
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TABLE 3 
MEAN SQUARED ERRORS OF A AND B 
True Max. Lik. Mean Least Squares Mean 
Values Squared Errors Squared Errors 
A B M.S.E. A M.S.E. B M.S.E. A M.S.E. B 
1.8 0.6 0. 0992 0.1222 0.1161 0.1485 
2.1 0.6 0.1327 0.1169 0.1570 0.1454 
3.1 0.6 0.2835 0.1178 0.3338 0.1449 
2.1 0.8 0.1492 0.1298 0.1719 0.1539 
3.1 0.8 0.3328 0.1313 0.3774 0.1538 
3.8 0.8 0.4995 0.1342 0.5689 0.1567 
13.6 1.0 7.4501 0.1456 8.1881 0.1619 
2.1 1.1 0.1926 0.1528 0.2196 0.1763 
3.1 1.1 0.4196 0.1556 0.4634 0.1750 
13.6 1.5 11. 0694 0.1832 11.9783 0.1978 
13.6 2.0 17.2525 0.2279 17.8388 0.2355 
1.1 2.2 0.1331 0.2283 0.1376 0.2353 
2.6 2.6 1.0534 0.2643 1.0755 0.2691 
1.1 3.2 0.3587 0.2969 0.3650 0.3009 
Confidence Intervals 
Table 4 consists of the percentage of obervations that 
were not in the calculated confidence intervals for three 
selected values of x and given values of A and B for both 
assumption (1) and assumption (2). The percentages are 
based on 5000 intervals. The confidence intervals are 
supposed to be at the 95% level. For assumption (2), the 
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results yielded are reasonable, but for assumption (1), the 
results yielded are not reasonable as can be seen from 
Table 4. The results have been rounded off to one decimal 
place. 
TABLE 4 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL PERCENTAGES 
A and B Assumption Assumption 
True Values X values ( 2) ( % ) ( 1) ( % ) 
A=l.l X1=0.5 4.6 0.5 
B=0.l X2=2.0 4.5 3.2 
X3=4.0 4.1 10.8 
A=l.l X1=0.5 5.1 0.6 
B=0.2 X2=2.0 4.4 3.7 
X3=4.0 4.5 10.5 
A=l.l X1=0.5 4.8 0.5 
B=0.3 X2=2.0 4.3 3. 1 
X3=4.0 4.4 10.3 
A=2.l X1=0.2 5.0 1.1 
B=0.6 X2=l.0 4.5 3.9 
X3=2.0 4.9 10.0 
A=2.l X1=0.2 4.8 1.5 
B=l.l X2=l.0 4.6 6.0 
X3=2.0 4.4 8.4 
A=3.8 Xi=0.l 4.6 1.2 
B=0.8 x2=0.5 4.9 3.5 
X3=l.0 4.7 9. 1 
Conclusions 
The first conclusion to be made is: 1) the method of 
least squares does yield point estimates for A and B that 
are nearly as good as those obtained by the method of 
maximum likelihood. However, because of ill-conditioned 
problems associated with it, the method of least squares 
seems to be better to use. The method of least squares 
aoes work as well as expected. 
The second conclusion to be made is: 2) the confi-
dence intervals computed under assumption (1) are not 
confidence intervals at the specified 1-a level, (where a 
is the probability of a type l error). 
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Confidence intervals obtained under assumption (1) 
should not be used when the data comes from a Poisson 
distribution. Even though the confidence intervals obtained 
under assumption (2) are somewhat harder and more 
inconvenient to compute, they should be used. 
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DIMENSION X(SO), YCSO) 
REAocs,1S~uH,A,B,xi,x2,xJ,LAR 
C• NUH IS THE NUMBER OF REPfTtTIONS,(WHJCH USU6LLY 
C* WAS 5000). A IS THE TRUE VALUE OF A; BIS THE 
C* TRUE VAL~E OF s: X1,X2, AND X3 ARE THE THREE 
C* X VALUES WHER~ CONFIDENCE I~TERVALS ARE 
C * C O 1-1 PU T E D , L A R I 5 A L A R GE "I U ~ R E 1-< C O ~ J S I S T !f-l G 
C• OF ABOUT 8 OR q DIGITS ALL OF NHICH ARE ooo: 
C * L A. R I S lJ S E D I N A R A N D fl M N U •~ 8 E R r. £ t..: f R A T O P ~ 
C* THE FOLLOWING NINE VARIABL~S ARE FOR THf _ 










C• SX IS THE SUM OF THE rH • SEN X VALUES. 
C * S X X I S T HE SU •1 0 f T ~ E X Y A L U E S S Q lJ A P F. n • 
c• xso IS THE LARGEST CHnSE~ X VALUE. xDiv rs A 









~ CONTI~UE _ 
XDIV:SntSXX•SX*SX 
c• THE FOLLO~ING NINE VAPlAaLES ARE USED TO 
C* COHPUTE THE su1-1 CS) MJD THE SUH OF SQllMlES (SS) 
C• OF f,. AND 8 F'OR BOTH ~F"THoos: ML STA~1ns FOR 












DO 3 IS:l,NU~ _ _ _ 
CALL AB ( A , B, LA R, N l , AL S, BL S , A 11 L , 8 H L , X , Y ) 
c• ALS IS THE EsTiMATE OF A BY LEAST 5QUAREs: 
C• BLS IS THE ESTI~ATE OF B BY LEAST SQUARES~ 
C* AHL IS THE ESTiHATE OF A BY MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD~ 





lf(AML.EQ.O) GO TO b 
GO TO 8 . 










CALL NOqCJCX,V,ALS:BLS,R2,X2,L ~2,sX,sXX,X DIV) 






If(Kl,EQ.Ol Go TO ,1 
S A ML : S A t-1 L/ K i 
S 8 ML : S B ;1 L / K i 
SSAML=SS4ML/Ki 
SSBML:SSBMLiKi 

















FORHAT(1 1THE L:s: AVERAGE Of A JSi,Et~.7,2X, . . . . 
1 1 ANO THE M.L. AVERAGE OF A IS 1 ,E1U.7) 
WRITE(b,lol SBLS,SB~L 
FORMAT(1 0T~E_L:s: AVERAGE OF 8 1s ·i~E~4:7,2X, 
1 1 AND THE M.L. AVERAGE OF B IS 1 ,E14.7) 
WRITE(b,13) SS!L§,§SA~L .. _ 
FORHAT(1 0THE ~.S.E. FOR L,S, OF A 1S 1 , E14,7,2X, 
1 1 AND THE ~,: S: E: f OR M, L 1 0 F A IS 1 ; E 1 ~. 7) 
WRITE(b,14) SS~L~,~SB'1L .. 
FORHAT(1 0THE M.S.E. FOR L,S. 0~ B rs•, E1~.7,2X, 
1 1 ANO THE ~:s:E: FOR H~L. OF B TS', Et4:7) 
!'IRITECb,171 A;R 
FORHAT(1 0THE TRUE VALUE OF A IS'!F14:7,2X, 
1 1 A~D THE TRUE VALUE Of B IS',Et~.7) 
W R I T E C b , 1 8 )rJ U ~ , t J 1 
FORMAT(IOTHE NUMBER OF ~EPETITIONS WAS1 ,I5,2X, 
11 AND THE NUMBER OF TI~E~ M:L~ DID NOT 1 
1 1 CDNVERGE WAS1,I5) 
CALL WRJCI CLNi , rJUi'i:x1) 
CALL ~RICI(LN~,Nu~;x2) 
CALL WRICICL~3,N~H,X3) 








. -SUBROUTINE ABCA,B,LAR,Nt,ALS,BLS,AML,8~L,X,Y) 
DIMENSION X(50),Y(~O) . 
C* A POISSON SA~PLE OF S~ZE FIFTY IS GENERATED 
C• HY THIS LOOP. 
oo 2 1=1,so 





CALL HAXLIK(X;Y,A'-11 ,1'3t-lL,L) 
. C* Ir L EQUALS 1, TME HETHOD Of ~AXJHUM 
C• LIKELIHOOD FAILED TO CONVERGE: 












C* THIS SU8ROUTiNE GENERATES A S! NGL~ POISSON 





IfCX~GT.T) GO TU~ 
3 CONTINUE . 
WRITE(b,101 











C* XX IS THE SQUARE Of THE X TERMS. XY !S THE 
C• CROSS PRODUCT OF TH~ XTERM WITH TME Y TER~. 
C• SXX IS THE SUM OF THE XX TERMS. SXY IS THE 











SY:SY+Y CI 1 l 
2 CONTINUE 
C• C IS A QU,A/HITY USE!') TN OBTAHH~JG A AND B. 
C* A IS THf LEAST S~UARE ESTIMATE OF THf TRUF. 
C * V A L U E OF' A • B I S THE L E A S T S tj U A R E f. S T I 11 A T E OF 






















C* R1,R2,R3,R4 ARE ofRIV~D CQ~PUTATIONS USED I~ THE 
Ct VALUES P1,P2,P3,P4,P5: Arlt) Po: 
R1=A•XCI1)+B 
R2=R\*ql 
lfCRt.EO.ol GO TO Q 
R3=YCI1)•xCI1l 
R4:R3•XCI1l 
c• P1,P2,P3,P4,PS, AND Pb AnE DERIVE9 QUANTITIES 








C * S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , 5 4 , A I JD 5 5 ARE (JUAN T I T J ES USED I t.l 
C* OBTAlNI~JG THE :·JExT TER~ OF THE T,10 StOUErlCES 









C• A IS THE NEXT TERH Of A SEQUENCE WHICH HOPE• 
C• FULLY CONVE~GES TO A~ SU IS THE CORRECTION 
C* TERM (DERIVED IN CHAPTER 2): 
,A:A+S4 
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C* BIS THE NEXT TERM Of A SEQUENCE WHJCH HOPE• 
C* FULLY CONVERGES TOR. 55 IS THE CORRtCTION 
C* TERM (DERIVED IN CHAPTER 2): 
B=B+S5 
C* THE FOLLOWING TFN PROGRAM STEPS CHfCK FO~ 







If(A1,LE.A2) GO TO~ 
IC=IC+t 
IFCIC,GT.ISO) Go TO q 
GO TO 7 
If(B1,LE:82) GO TO S 
GO TO b 
C* IF THE PROGRAM COMES HERE, THEN 
C* THIS MEANS THAT AFTER 150 TER~S 
C* SEQUENCES HAVF BEEN DfTERHtNED, 
C* HAS STILL NOT OCCURRED, AND THE 
q L=t 
-
L : 1 , A ND 
IN THE 
C0 1~VfRGErJCE _ 
P R O r, P A I~ E X I T S • 
C* IF THE PROGRAM GrTS HrRE FROM 3 PPnGRAM STEPS 









DIMENSION X(S0), VCS0) 
C• T,S,R,S1 AND Z ARE QUANTITIES USED IN 
C• OBTAINING COrlFIDE~·JCE INTERVALS. 
S:o 
DO 2 I=1,so 
T=A•XCI)+B 










C• Tl IS THE LO~ER LJMIT OF THE CONFIDENCE 
C• INTERVAL, AND T2 IS THE UPPER LI~IT Of THE 
c• CONfIDENCE ItJTERvAL: • DERIVATION OF THESE IS 
C• FOUND IN CHAPTER 3. 
T1:R•Z 
T2:R+Z 
C* THE FOLLOWING T~O PRO~RAY STEPS CHFCK TO SEE If 
C* THE TRUE VALUE CC) IS OUTSIDE OF THE CONFIDENCE 
C* INTERVAL, . 
If(C.GT.T2) GO ro J 
IFCC.LT.T1l Go TO 3 









C• S,R1,R2,AND Z ARE UUANTITIES USED IN ObTAI~;!NG 
C* COlff tDENCE ltJTERyALS. 
s:o 











C• Tl IS THE LO~FR ~!MIT OF THE CONftn~NCE · 
C* INTERVAL AND T2 JS THE UPPER ll~IT OF THE 
C* CONFIDENCE l~TERVAL: A DERIVATION OF THESE IS 
C* FOUND IN CHAPTER 3. 
Tl=R•Z 
T2=RtZ 
C* THE FOLLOWING TWO PROGRA~ STEPS CHfC~ TO SEE 
C* IF THE TRUE VALUE CC) IS OUTSIDE OF THE 
C* CONFIDENCE INTERVAL: 
If(C.GT.T2l Go TO J 
lf(C.LT.T1l Gu TO 1 
GO TO q 
3 L=L+l 
~ CONT IIWE 





C* THIS PROGRAM WRITfS INFORMATION A~OUT THE 





1 o F o RM Ar c , or HERE ,It RE°• , 1 s, 2 x , , au r D F , , rs , 2 x , 
t•~HICH ~ERE OUTSIDf OF THE c:1:, FOR~,FS.1, 
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